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A New High-Voltage Electric Field
Instrument for Studying Sprites

Jeremy N. Thomas, Robert H. Holzworth, and John Chin

Abstract—The high-voltage (HV) electric field detector is
a new high-voltage, high-impedance, double Langmuir probe
instrument designed for stratospheric electric field measurements.
In the Sprite Balloon Campaign 2002–2003, this HV instrument
was used to measure electric fields between 100 and 200 V/m
associated with lightning discharges, which is nearly an order
of magnitude higher than previously reported above 30 km in
altitude. This increased range is made possible by the availability
of new low-leakage HV operational amplifiers. This is a critical
instrument, since a large quasi-dc electric field associated with
positive cloud-to-ground lightning is a primary component of
most sprite generation mechanisms. The difficulty that exists
when making electric field measurements in the high-resistance
environment of the stratosphere is presented, and how this
difficulty is remedied is described. The HV detector is compared
to another electric field instrument, the low-voltage detector, used
simultaneously on the Sprite Balloon Campaign to verify the
accuracy of the HV probes. Finally, a large field perturbation
( 101 V/m and 79 V/m) measured by the HV
detector during Flight 1, correlated with nearby +15-kA and
+53-kA cloud-to-ground strokes, is presented.

Index Terms—Atmospheric electricity, double Langmuir probe,
electric field detector, lightning, sprites.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Historical Background

THE HIGH-VOLTAGE (HV) electric field detector uses
the double Langmuir probe technique, first used (at much

lower voltages) for atmospheric studies by Kellogg and Weed
[2] and Mozer and Serlin [3], to measure electric fields in
the stratosphere. This technique has been used by various
researchers to study electric fields associated with auroral
activity, thunderstorms, and fair weather (e.g., [4]–[10]).
Although, all of these double Langmuir probes, limited by the
operational voltage of the preamplifiers used, measured electric
fields less than about V/m.

Field mill technology, rather than the double Langmuir probe
technique, has been used to measure atmospheric electric fields
below about 20 km in altitude. Field mill measurements of up
to 5 kV/m have been made over thunderstorms from U-2 air-
planes at 15–20-km altitude [11]. Balloon-borne field mills have
also been flown through thunderclouds measuring fields up to
200 kV/m below 10 km in altitude [12]. However, since the
local relaxation time is only a few seconds at altitudes above
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25–30 km, the field mill method cannot be used to measure elec-
tric fields in this region of the stratosphere. This is because the
field mill can only measure fields accurately if it has a rotation
(or shutter speed, etc.) that is very fast with respect to the local
relaxation time; otherwise the field mill will short out the field.
This new HV detector, utilizing new high-voltage, high input
impedance operational (op) amplifiers, is capable of measuring
potential differences up to 240 V, at altitudes above the field
mill regime, to study lightning discharges and/or sprites. Note
that Bering et al. [13] did report using a balloon-borne detector
above 30 km in altitude with a dynamic range of V/m,
but the only events requiring use of this instrument were tribo-
electric episodes involving ballast drops coming close to the
payload.

B. Why Is the HV Detector Needed to Study Sprites?

The HV detector was developed specifically to study electric
fields in the stratosphere related to high-altitude discharges
known as sprites. Sprites are transient luminous events (TLEs)
that occur between 40–90 km in altitude above thunderstorms
[14]–[16]. Most sprite generation models involve a large
quasi-static electric field that forms between the top of large
thunderclouds and the ionosphere as a result of large positive
cloud-to-ground lightning strokes (peak current approximately

– kA) (cf. [17] and references therein). However, the
strength of this field near a sprite ( km) has never been
measured. Some models rely only on the quasi-static electric
field to cause the dielectric breakdown that produces the sprites
[18]. Other models incorporate runaway electrons, possibly
initiated by cosmic rays, and accelerated by the quasi-static
electric field to create breakdown [19]. The models that include
these runaway electrons require a weaker field than models that
rely only on the quasi-static electric field. Hence, the magnitude
of this quasi-static field that is measured will support either of
these models or suggest a new model.

A previous balloon-borne experiment conducted by
Bering et al. [13] measured a vertical field perturbation of

V/m at a distance of about 379 km from a sprite.
Assuming a ( , or ) electric field dependence, this
suggests that a near field measurement ( km) will have a
magnitude of up to 10–100 V/m. The HV detector measured
electric field changes in this range correlated with positive
cloud-to-ground lightning but without the confirmation of
sprites.

During Sprite Flight 1 on December 6 and 7, 2002, the
HV instrument measured a vertical field perturbation of

V/m and a horizontal field perturbation of
V/m correlated with nearby -kA and -kA
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ground strokes (as is discussed in more detail in Section III-C).
Thus, the HV electric field detector, with a range of up to
about 195 V/m, has proved to be an important component of
balloon-borne thunderstorm research.

II. HIGH-VOLTAGE ELECTRIC FIELD INSTRUMENT

A. Basics of the Double Langmuir Probe Technique

The double Langmuir probe technique allows for the mea-
surement of large-scale electric fields in the atmosphere with
field frequencies limited by the slew rate of the op ampli-
fiers used. This technique consists of two conductors (spheres,
plates, or cylinders) each with a sufficiently large surface area
to collect enough charge to drive the electronics. These con-
ductors are separated by a distance , which enables the probes
to be adequately far from the central payload ( m) to re-
duce field anomalies caused by the payload structure. By mea-
suring the potential difference between the two conductors

and dividing by the distance between the
probes , the electric field component in the
direction from probe 2 to probe 1 is determined. By orienting
pairs of probes in three orthogonal directions, the vector elec-
tric field is found.

B. Hardware for the HV Detector

The HV probes, or charge collectors, developed for the Sprite
Campaign 2002–2003 are 20 cm long 4 cm diameter cylin-
drical conductors placed on four booms to give voltage differ-
ence measurements of up to V along two independent di-
rections, one vertical and one horizontal. Cylindrical conduc-
tors are used, since they are cheaper and easier to fabricate than
spheres. However, this shape does result in a different antenna
factor for the HV cylindrical probes relative to the low-voltage
(LV) spherical probes as discussed in Section III-B. The cylin-
ders are placed on fiberglass booms extending vertically and
horizontally from the balloon gondola, and they are connected
to high-voltage, high input impedance preamplifiers (see Sec-
tion II-C) housed inside the gondola by Teflon coaxial cable
(RG-188). The coaxial shield is driven by the unity gain op am-
plifier output to eliminate a voltage drop between the inner and
outer conductors of the cable, thus preventing a large load ca-
pacitance from forming and at the same time reducing leakage
current. The total voltage difference between probes, divided by
the separation distance between the probes (1.56 m on the ver-
tical axis and 2.0 m on the horizontal axis) is the vector electric
field component, or . Four vertical metal plates are placed
around the gondola to form a symmetric ground configuration
for the probes (see Fig. 1 for a sketch of the sprite payload con-
figuration). The vertical probes can measure fields up to about
154 V/m with a resolution of about 0.08 V/m, and the horizontal
probes can measure fields up to about 120 V/m with a resolution
of about 0.06 V/m. This gives a maximum two-component field
magnitude of about 195 V/m. Note that the instrument could
measure higher electric fields by reducing the probe separation.
However, this is limited by the requirement that the probes must
be far enough from the central payload to prevent field distor-
tions caused by the gondola structure.

Fig. 1. Sketch of the sprite payload configuration (not to scale). (A) Side
view of the payload without the horizontal booms. The HV and LV vertical
electric field probes are indicated. (B) Top view of the payload with only the
one horizontal boom (the other horizontal boom is identical except that it has
only LV probes). The HV and LV horizontal electric field probes are indicated.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the key components of the HV detector layout.

The HV instrument measures quasi-dc and VLF ac electric
fields. This is just one measurement with different sampling
rates for the quasi-dc ( samples/s) and the VLF ac (20 k
samples/s) fields. The quasi-dc channels utilize a lowpass filter
for a 3-dB attenuation at about 25 Hz, and the VLF ac channels
use a bandpass filter with 3-dB attenuation at about 25 Hz and
8 kHz (see Fig. 2 for a block diagram of key components of
the HV detector layout). Hence, the HV detector provides both
a quasi-dc and a VLF ac waveform for lightning and sprite
events.
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C. Difficulty of Stratospheric Electric Field Measurements

1) High Resistance of the Atmosphere: Measuring electric
fields in the atmosphere is difficult, since the atmospheric resis-
tance is so large. Mozer and Serlin [3] compute this resistance
between the atmosphere and a charge collecting probe to be

where is the ion mass, is the ion-neutral collision frequency,
is the ion density, is the charge of the electron, and is the

radius of a spherical probe (note that the equation for the atmo-
spheric resistance in Mozer and Serlin [3] erroneously includes
the neutral mass rather than the ion mass ). Hence, for a
30-cm diameter sphere ( cm) at the surface of the earth

, and at a 32-km altitude [3].
2) Remedy: High-Voltage, High Input Impedance, Op-

erational Amplifiers: So what does this high atmospheric
resistance mean for the HV electronics? In order to measure
the potential difference between two points in the stratosphere
accurately (better than 10%), there must be sufficiently high
input impedance for the electronics. If this input impedance
is low compared to the atmospheric resistance , then the
HV detector will effectively short out the field that it is trying
to measure. Thus, an accurate stratospheric electric field
measurement requires that [3].

Hence, the key to making voltage measurements (or electric
field measurements) in the atmosphere is to have a high input
impedance yet still draw enough current to drive the electronics.
To accomplish this impedance transform, a high-voltage, high
input impedance, low output impedance op amplifier (Apex
Corporation, PA141) is connected to the probe in a unity gain
voltage follower circuit (see Fig. 2 for a block diagram of key
components of the HV detector layout). By measuring the RC
time constant of the op amp in series with a 10-pF capacitor,
the effective input impedance of this op amp is determined to
be greater than , and thus , which
is more than sufficient for field measurement accuracy of
better than 10%. The availability of these high-voltage, high
input impedance op amplifiers allows for more than an order
of magnitude increase in the dynamic range of the double
Langmuir probe technique for measuring electric fields.

D. Power Supply for the HV Detector

Two voltage measurements of up to V, each using the
op amplifier described in Section II-C, are made to calculate the
potential difference up to V between any pair of sepa-
rated conductors. Instead of including costly -V batteries
on the payload to power these op amplifiers, a new dual power
supply was developed that converts V to V. This new
power supply has an efficiency of about 80%, and it varies by
less than 1 V in supplying approximately V for tempera-
tures between C and C. This power supply can pro-
vide 6 mA at 120 V and 6 mA at V, which is ample to
follow rail-to-rail input voltages to the op amplifiers at 10 kHz.
Designed for lightweight balloon payloads, this power supply
uses only 43 cm of space on the HV detector printed circuit
boards with a nominal mass of less than 10 g (see Table I for
power supply specifications).

TABLE I
POWER SUPPLY SPECIFICATIONS

III. HIGH-VOLTAGE ELECTRIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS DURING

THE SPRITE BALLOON CAMPAIGN 2002–2003

A. Sprite Balloon Campaign 2002–2003

The objective of the Sprite Balloon Campaign 2002–2003
[1] was to obtain in situ measurements, in the stratosphere, of
the electromagnetic signature above sprite producing thunder-
storms. The campaign included two balloon flights (December
6 and 7, 2002 and March 6 and 7, 2003) each launched from Ca-
choeira Paulista ( S, W), Brazil. During the two
flights, the electric and magnetic field signatures of hundreds of
lightning events were measured by the payloads, including some
of the largest vector electric fields ever measured over intense
thunderstorms above 30 km in the stratosphere. Unfortunately,
sprites have yet to be confirmed during these flights because the
optical imager mounted on an airplane was hindered by heavy
cloud coverage (Flight 1), or the observation airplane was un-
able to take off due to severe local weather (Flight 2). Although,
during this campaign, sprites were imaged for the first time from
Brazil but not simultaneous to the balloon flights (see [20]).

B. Comparison Between HV and LV Detectors

During Sprite Flight 1, hundreds of transient electric field
perturbations were measured by the HV and LV instruments,
with most of these events correlated with lightning events
through the onboard flash detector and/or the Brazilian In-
tegrated Network (BIN) [21], the integration of three ground-
based regional lightning detection networks that covers the
Southeast of Brazil. In this section, the HV and LV detectors
are compared during two time intervals when no lightning-in-
duced field perturbations occurred (since the LV detector usu-
ally saturates during periods of lightning, giving invalid read-
ings) to insure that the HV instrument is accurately measuring
these field perturbations. Since the HV and LV detectors have
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Fig. 3. Comparison of high-voltage and low-voltage horizontal electric
field detectors during an inactive storm period. (A) High-voltage detector
measurement of one component of the horizontal field. (B) Low-voltage
detector measurement of one component of the horizontal field.

completely independent probes and electronics, this is a valid
test of the new HV instrument.

Figs. 3 and 4 show examples of one component of the
horizontal dc electric field measured by the HV detector [Figs.
3(A) 4(A)] and LV detector [Figs. 3(B) and 4(B)] for two
different time intervals during Sprite Flight 1 on December
7, 2002. The HV horizontal field data have been multiplied
by the effective antenna length factor of 0.70 to account for
geometrical differences in the field caused by the different
locations of the HV and LV probes relative to the ground
planes on the gondola and the cylindrical shape of the HV
probes. Since the LV technique has been shown to accurately
measure electric fields in past experiments (as discussed in
Section I-A), the HV detector was calibrated by matching its
measurements to the LV detector.

Fig. 3 presents dc horizontal field data for a 30-s interval be-
ginning at 01:00:30 UT when there was no nearby ( km)
lightning activity; thus, the one component of the background
horizontal electric field was only about 0.175 V/m. Note that
the balloon payload was rotated with a period of about 22 s,
which causes the constant single component of the horizontal
field to appear sinusoidal. Since the LV detector was designed
to measure smaller fields (0.001–8 V/m) than the HV detector,
variations of telemetry unit are much more evident in the HV
field data [Fig. 3(A)] than the LV data [Fig. 3(B)]. But even for
this small background field the HV instrument (which was not
optimized to measure such small fields) and LV instrument were
consistent, with the rotation of the balloon seen in the field data.
Fig. 4 shows one component of the horizontal dc electric field
data for a 30-s interval beginning at 02:09:00 UT when there
was a strong thunderstorm nearby ( km); thus, the dc field
was nearly 1 V/m, about six times larger than in Fig. 3. As in
Fig. 3, the HV detector [Fig. 4(A)] and LV detector [Fig. 4(B)]
were in good agreement, with the rotation of the payload evi-
dent. This consistency between the HV and LV detectors, which
have completely separate probes and electronics, verifies that
the HV instrument measurements of transient lightning electric
field perturbations are reliable.

Fig. 4. Comparison of high-voltage and low-voltage horizontal electric
field detectors during an active storm period. (A) High-voltage detector
measurement of one component of the horizontal field. (B) Low-voltage
detector measurement of one component of the horizontal field.

C. A Large Electric Field Change During Sprite Flight 1
Correlated With Positive Lightning

In this section, an example of the HV instrument mea-
suring a large electric field change, correlated with positive
lightning, is presented to show that the instrument can indeed
measure such large field perturbations. This field change, the
largest measured, occurred at an altitude of about 34 km
at about 00:00:09 UT December 7, 2002 with a vertical dc
field perturbation of V/m (the negative vertical
field value indicates a field directed downward, toward the
earth) and a horizontal dc field perturbation of V/m.
This field perturbation, the largest reported in the stratosphere
above 30 km, correlated with two cloud-to-ground lightning
strokes, a -kA stroke (peak current) at 00:00:09.05 UT
about 33.2 km from the payload (horizontal distance) and a

-kA stroke at 00:00:09.19 UT about 34.4 km from the
payload, detected by BIN.

Fig. 5 shows the HV detector dc electric field data and the op-
tical lightning data for these lightning events. The large vertical
[Fig. 5(A)] and single component of the horizontal [Fig. 5(B)]
dc electric field perturbations occurred simultaneously with the
lightning strokes detected by BIN, indicated by dashed vertical
lines on the figures, and the optical lightning data [Fig. 5(C)].
The -kA and -kA strokes perturbed the vertical dc field
by V/m and V/m, respectively, and
these strokes perturbed the single component of the horizontal
dc field by V/m and V/m, respectively. Thus,
the dc field perturbations add up to fields of V/m
and V/m. Note that these dc fields decayed slowly,
taking more than 10 s, or a few times the local relaxation time,
to return to background values. Thus, nearby ( km) positive
cloud-to-ground lightning strokes form large quasi-static elec-
tric fields in the stratosphere above 30 km that remain for long
time periods ( s).

Fig. 6 shows the ac electric field data from the HV detector
along with the optical lightning data for these lightning events.
The vertical and single-component horizontal ac electric
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Fig. 5. Two lightning events, +15 kA and +53 kA, at �00:00:09 UT
December 7, 2002, located �33:2 km and�34:4 km horizontal distance from
the payload, respectively. (A) Vertical dc electric field. (B) One component of
the horizontal dc electric field. (C) Optical lightning. The two lightning stroke
times are indicated by the dashed vertical lines.

Fig. 6. Two lightning events, +15 kA and +53 kA, at �00:00:09 UT
December 7, 2002 located �33:2 km and �34:4 km horizontal distance from
the payload, respectively. (A) Vertical and horizontal (one component) ac
electric field. (B) Optical lightning. Dashed vertical lines indicate lightning
stroke times, note that three additional strokes are included here after the two
strokes of interest.

field perturbations [Fig. 6(A)] occurred simultaneously to the
lightning strokes, just as in Fig. 5. Note that the BIN lighting
strokes are again shown as dashed vertical lines, and that an
additional three strokes are included here that occurred after
the two strokes of interest. These three strokes had little effect
on the electric fields but can be seen in the optical lightning
data [Fig. 6(B)]. The vertical and single-component horizontal
ac field changes that correspond with the -kA and -kA
strokes were similar in magnitude to the dc field changes
shown in Fig. 5. Hence, low-frequency components dominated
the electric field signature of these strokes. Further research
into why positive strokes create such large, long lasting strato-
spheric electric fields could explain their correlation to sprite
formation.

IV. CONCLUSION

The HV detector is a double Langmuir probe instrument
that utilizes an impedance transform, through the implemen-
tation of high-voltage, high input impedance op amplifiers, to
enable electric field measurements up to about 195 V/m in the
stratosphere. During the Sprite Balloon Campaign 2002–2003,
this HV instrument measured hundreds of transient field
perturbations correlated with cloud-to-ground lightning, often
when the the LV detector was saturated, unable to make field
measurements. The accuracy of the HV detector is verified by
comparison with the LV detector with excellent agreement at
field values when they overlapped. Sprite Flight 1 measured
one of the largest electric field perturbations ever reported
in the stratosphere above 30 km ( V/m and

V/m), which was correlated with two cloud-to-ground
strokes with peak currents of kA and kA about
33.2 km and 34.4 km (horizontal distance), respectively, from
the Sprite Flight 1 payload. Since sprite mechanisms rely on
the formation of these large quasi-static electric fields in the
atmosphere above thunderstorms, this HV detector is a vital
instrument in future balloon-borne sprite research.
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